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honda mobilio wheel size com - honda mobilio find out the correct alloy wheel fitment pcd offset and such specs as bolt
pattern thread size thd center bore cb for all model years of honda mobilio choose a model year to begin narrowing down
the correct tire size, honda mobilio specifications features configurations - mobilio specs and features the diesel engine
is 1498 cc while the petrol engine is 1497 cc it is available with the transmission depending upon the variant and fuel type
the mobilio has a mileage of 17 3 to 24 5 kmpl the mobilio is a 7 seater mpv and has a length of 4386mm width of 1683mm
and a wheelbase of 2652mm, honda mobilio technical specs dimensions - for stopping power the mobilio braking
system includes vented discs at the front and drums at the rear the mobilio model is a mpv car manufactured by honda with
5 doors and seats sold new from year 2001, honda mobilio specs size dimensions fuel consumption - honda mobilio
specifications information on technical data engine specs mpg consumption info acceleration dimensions and weight english
fran ais deutsch svensk portugu s pt espa ol italiano nederlands polski portugu s br t rk e, honda mobilio specs photos
2004 2005 2006 2007 - honda has several cars for the domestic japanese market like the ones from the small max series
the mobilio 2004 model is a facelift for the original 2001 model that was the successor of the, honda mobilio price in india
images mileage colours - honda mobilio review the basic boot space for the mobilio is rated at 223 litres which can be
enhanced to 521 litres with the third row folded flat honda is offering electric mirrors steering mounted audio controls touch
screen infotainment system with navigation airbags and abs as standard, honda mobilio 1 5 e mt 2019 philippines price
specs - honda mobilio 1 5 e mt 2018 engine size 1 5 l turning circle 10 4 m important autodeal com ph aims to provide the
most accurate and updated vehicle information as possible however please note that vehicle specifications prices and
images may be changed by the manufacturers and dealerships without prior notice, honda cars philippines mobilio - the
honda mobilio is equipped with a 1 5 liter i vtec engine in continuously variable transmission cvt to optimize fuel efficiency
without compromising pulling power 1 5 liter i vtec engine the i vtec engine technology intelligently delivers powerful yet fuel
efficient driving performance, honda mobilio tyres size price best tyres for mobilio - below are the best tyres for the
honda mobilio select any tyre shown to get additional data such as load index and speed rating if you wish to select a model
other than the honda mobilio simply, honda mobilio price list philippines specs 2019 promos - recent updates of honda
mobilio the total power output hits 120 ps at 6 600 rpm while the peak torque stays at 145 nm at 4 600 rpm the power is sent
down to the wheels via a 5 speed manual gearbox in the base trim and a cvt in the other ones
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